
Handel Oratorio – The Messiah 

‘And the Glory of the Lord’ 

An Oratorio is basically a religious story, rather like an opera but not acted out or costumed. It’s 

designed for religious purposes and so uses stories from the Christian Bible as its basis and was 

performed in concert halls and theatres. The idea of a concert hall was quite new in that this could 

make the music open to the public, although in reality, it was mostly upper class people who 

attended and so called ‘classical’ music has never seemed to have lost its reputation, unfortunately, 

for being associated with the upper class. This is of course, nonsense in today’s day and age. 

The Messiah was composed in 1741 while Handel was living in London. Although he is regarded as 

an English composer, he was actually German. The first performance of the Messiah used a small 

choir and orchestra although if you listen to modern performances of it, you wouldn’t think so. We 

tend to perform it with large forces nowadays in order (I suppose) to give it more impact. 

‘And the Glory of the Lord’ is the first chorus in the Messiah. The choir would contain the following 

voices: 

Soprano – High lady 
Alto – Low lady 
Tenot – High man 
Bass – Low man 

They are accompanied by strings and as is usual for a Baroque piece of music, continuo. (A keyboard 

instrument working from the same bass line as the bass instruments – in this case, the ‘cello) The 

keyboard could equally be an organ if one was available but since they weren’t in concert halls, then 

a harpsichord would have been used. This brings us back to modern forces. If we use such a large 

orchestra, then the harpsichord, which doesn’t make a lot of noise would not be easily heard. With a 

smaller orchestra, it would be. 

The orchestra very often doubles the vocal lines. This means that they actually play the same notes 

as the singers. (A bit like overdubbing on modern pop records – it’s safer) 

The piece starts with an orchestral introduction which is called a ‘ritornello’. This is a melody or tune 

that keeps returning (ritorn). It helps to bind longer pieces together, since Baroque composers 

needed to figure out a way of making longer pieces gel and hold together while maintaining interest. 

(Remember from my Baroque notes – one movement, one mood) It hadn’t really occurred to them 

to have big contrasts in their music yet. That was coming more in the Classical period, later on. 

So this movement has no real set form but there are 4 motifs. (Short ideas) 

1) And the Glory, the Glory of the Lord (First sung by the altos in A major) 

2) Shall be revealed (Tenors sing this and it uses what is called ‘melisma’. – when there is more 

than one note for a syllable. It’s a descending sequence – the same thing repeated lower 

after itself) 

3) And all flesh shall see it together (Altos) 

4) For the mouth of the Lord hath spoken it (First sung by the tenors and basses) 



These 4 motifs are heard in different parts and combined throughout the movement. 

It is a happy piece (being fast and in a major key) It’s also in 3 time so it sounds like a dance. It’s fast 

(Allegro) all of the way through until the end where there is a pause (silence) and an Adagio ending. 

Adagio means slow. Handel uses a thing called ‘hemiolas too – where it has a kind of ‘cross rhythm’ 

where it sounds like not 3 beats in a bar but 2, but the 2 beats are spread across 2 bars. So instead of 

counting 1 2 3 1 2 3 it suddenly launches in to 1 – 2 – 1 – 2. (Both equal 6 beats. It’s a quirky musical 

tool that was used in the Baroque period. 

So the piece is in a bright key of A major and it does modulate (or change key to other keys) E major 

and B major. 

It ends with a plagal cadence. That is two chords that form the basis of what is called ‘Amen’ in 

church. (a musical full stop) The harmony of this music is called ‘diatonic’. It all stays within the 

constraints of the key with no chromatic (or out of key) notes. 

The piece’s textures alternate between homophonic and contrapuntal. Homophonic means it was 

built with a tune and chords underneath, while contrapuntal means more than one tune being 

played at the same time. He hovered on some Classical ideas of the future since homophony was 

becoming increasingly more important in music. He uses plenty of imitation, which is typical in 

Baroque music and at bar 108 there is a short ‘monophonic’ section – a melody with NO backing at 

all. 

The words are sung in a mixture of syllabic (one note per syllable) and melismatic (more than one 

note per syllable) styles. Different phrases of the text are repeated m any times in order to make 

them as clear as possible. 

 

Now take the test and see whether you have learned anything about Baroque Music and even 

better, listen to it!!!! 

  



Test 

1.In which decade was the Messiah composed? 

a) 1680’s b)1710’s c) 1740’s d) 1770’s 

2. In which country did Handel compose this piece? 

3. What type of work is it? 

4. At the end of the opening instrumental section, a rhythmic device is used in which 3 sounds like 2. 

What is it called? 

5. What is the ‘continuo’? 

6. What type of cadence ends the piece? 

7. What does ‘imitation’ mean? 

8. What is a melodic sequence? 

9. What is a ‘melisma’? 

10. What do we call the texture when you only hear a melody and no backing? 

  



Answers 

1. C 

2. England 

3. Oratorio 

4. Hemiola 

5. Keyboard and bass instrument that accompanies orchestra 

6. Plagal 

7. Copying 

8. Something repeated lower straight afterwards 

9. Singing more than one note for a syllable 

10. Monophonic 

 


